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“ … ONE OF THE BEST
… it deserves high praise!

”
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The New Studio/20
(Improved over version
reviewed for even
better sound.)

“From the moment I
started listening I was
extremely impressed by
the speakers’ excellent
imaging capabilities. …
I found it hard to believe
that a pair of speakers
in this price range could
sound so good!”

P

aradigm, a speaker manufacturer
from Canada, has come up with a new
speaker called the Studio/20. This is the
smallest speaker in Paradigm’s Reference
Studio series, a bookshelf-style measuring
14-1/2˝ H x 8-1/4˝ W x 11-3/8˝ D (37 cm H
x 21 cm W x 29 cm D). After listening to
the Studio/20, I feel it deserves high praise!
Paradigm designs and manufactures its
own drivers, enclosures and crossovers
in Canada. I tested their speakers about
six months ago and was very impressed.
So, you ask, what are the attributes of
the Studio/20’s?
The Studio/20’s I reviewed were finished
in black veneer and had apparently been
highly polished, since I could see my
fingerprints on the surface of the speakers
after touching them.
Studio/20 is a 2-driver, 2-way bass-reflex
design with a 6-1/2-inch bass/midrange
driver and a 1-inch high-frequency driver.
The bass/midrange driver has a micaloaded polymer (MLP™) cone designed
and manufactured by Paradigm. The
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drivers are a combination
concave and convex design.
Is this one of Paradigm’s secrets?
The cone’s surface protrudes slightly
out from the frame with a black dustcap in the center. This type of cone
offers a high stiffness-to-mass ratio.
If you touch it gently, you can feel
that, although light and soft, the
material has enough elasticity to
handle the strong vibrations from
dynamic sound effects. The bass/
midrange driver makes use of AVS™
(airflow ventilation system) technology for cooling, while the MLP™
cone material assists in smooth,
uncolored response.
The high-frequency driver is a
pure-aluminum PAL™ dome. A black
metal phase plug situated over the top of
the dome assists in dispersing the high
frequencies and dual magnets are used to
increase overall thermal mass and energy
in the thermal gap.
Paradigm always places heavy emphasis
on cabinet design. At a glance, the cabinet
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looks quite plain, but externally and
internally its design is ultra rigid. Inside
the cabinet, ultra-fine high-loft polyfiber
damping material absorbs rear wave
and internal standing wave energy, while
remaining acoustically transparent at
lower frequencies to allow for optimum
bass performance. Studio/20 is bi-wired,
an important design feature in today's
speakers.

“During Solti's “First Symphony”
… the rich, thick sound of
the cello was heard from
the right; the violin, clear
and neat, came in from the
left; the flute imaged at
center back; and the low
tones of the pipe-organ came
in at left, moving slowly
across to the right. … a
wonderful demonstration of
the Studio/20's ability to
produce an accurate,
spacious and smoothly
cohesive soundstage.”
SOUND
The Studio/20’s produced sound that
was wide and deep. From the moment
I started listening I was extremely
impressed by the speakers’ excellent
imaging capabilities. During Solti's First
Symphony, Track Two, the rich, thick
sound of the cello was heard from the
right; the violin, clear and neat, came in
from the left; the flute imaged at center
back; and the low tones of the pipe-organ
came in at left, moving slowly across to
the right. This was a wonderful demonstration of the Studio/20's ability to
produce an accurate, spacious and
smoothly cohesive soundstage.
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In speakers at this price range the
Studio/20 is one of the best. For today’s
stereo fans, sonic appreciation is not
limited to fine quality sound with a
natural, neutral tone. A broad and
realistic soundstage has become an
essential aspect of any speaker. The
Studio/20’s were designed to meet these
needs and many more! They possess the
unique soundfield with spacious realism
and just the right touch of warm, soft
and moist sound quality. On Solti’s
Track Four, at the point when drums
and bugles sound at the same time,
the Studio/20 was like a member of a
marching band, standing tall and straight,
never faltering during the dynamic
explosion of sound. I found it hard to
believe that a pair of speakers in this
price range could sound so good!
Although the tweeter of the Studio/20
is made of pure aluminum, it never
sounded harsh or metallic. Midrange and
high-frequency drivers were perfectly
matched and balanced for smooth musical
transitions. Even at the demanding upper
frequencies the tweeter never strained or
faltered spoiling our enjoyment of the
music. At the same time, the midrange
was suitably warm and rich in flavor.
Listening to the soundtrack of Ji Yu, Cai
Qin's voice never came across thin, but
satisfyingly sweet and soft. On jazz
recordings, the Studio/20 was intense and
lively. The jazz drum was quick and neat
and bass guitar had smoothness and
elasticity in every chord. The Studio/20’s
low, deep and flexible bass is something
that stereo fans will enjoy.
The Studio/20’s are very accommodating
when it comes to placement in a listening room. They proved to be excellent
performers, even when placement was
not exact. Finding components to match
with them was easy—a result of their
sensitivity at 89 dB/86 dB (room/anechoic).
Studio/20 is, without a doubt, one of the
best small speakers for both price and
value that I have encountered.

